
Five men have gathered at a barbershop to transform their beard styles. Your task is to discover which beard style each man

has chosen.

Cape: black, blue, purple, red, yellow

Name: Bernard, Fred, Nathan, William, Zack

Beard: anchor, balbo, horseshoe, imperial, Van Dyke

Profession: architect, cashier, �orist, politician, teacher

Age: 30 years, 35 years, 45 years, 55 years, 65 years

The oldest man is sitting next to the 45-year-old.

The Cashier is positioned somewhere to the left of the

man requesting the Balbo beard style.

The youngest man is occupying either of the ends.

The man seeking the Imperial beard is sitting adjacent

to the person in the Purple cape.

The gentleman who wants to have a Balbo beard style

is immediately to the right of the Florist.

The individual known as William is the one donning

the Blue cape.

The 45-year-old customer is positioned somewhere to

the right of the man in the Red cape.

The Artist is sitting next to the 35-year-old.

The man in the Blue cape is in some position

intervening the man with a Van Dyke beard and Red

caped man, in that order.

The man who works with art is occupying one of the

ends.

The gentleman with the Black cape is the one who

opted for the Anchor beard.

Zack is immediately to the right of the Florist.

The oldest man is sitting exactly to the right of William.

The person in the Purple cape is next to someone

named Fred.

The man in the Purple cape is sitting adjacent to the 30-

year-old man.

The fourth spot is held by a professional working with

the law.

William is sitting adjacent to a man named Nathan.

The Purple-caped customer is positioned somewhere to

the left of the Teacher.

Nathan is sharing his side with the Balbo-bearded

customer.
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Five men have gathered at a barbershop to transform their beard styles. Your task is to discover which beard style each man

has chosen.

Cape: black, blue, purple, red, yellow

Name: Bernard, Fred, Nathan, William, Zack

Beard: anchor, balbo, horseshoe, imperial, Van Dyke

Profession: architect, cashier, �orist, politician, teacher

Age: 30 years, 35 years, 45 years, 55 years, 65 years

The oldest man is sitting next to the 45-year-old.

The Cashier is positioned somewhere to the left of the

man requesting the Balbo beard style.

The youngest man is occupying either of the ends.

The man seeking the Imperial beard is sitting adjacent

to the person in the Purple cape.

The gentleman who wants to have a Balbo beard style

is immediately to the right of the Florist.

The individual known as William is the one donning

the Blue cape.

The 45-year-old customer is positioned somewhere to

the right of the man in the Red cape.

The Artist is sitting next to the 35-year-old.

The man in the Blue cape is in some position

intervening the man with a Van Dyke beard and Red

caped man, in that order.

The man who works with art is occupying one of the

ends.

The gentleman with the Black cape is the one who

opted for the Anchor beard.

Zack is immediately to the right of the Florist.

The oldest man is sitting exactly to the right of William.

The person in the Purple cape is next to someone

named Fred.

The man in the Purple cape is sitting adjacent to the 30-

year-old man.

The fourth spot is held by a professional working with

the law.

William is sitting adjacent to a man named Nathan.

The Purple-caped customer is positioned somewhere to

the left of the Teacher.

Nathan is sharing his side with the Balbo-bearded

customer.
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Cape ye��ow bl�� ��d purp�� black

Name Bernard W��liam Nathan Zack F��d

Beard Van Dy�� hor��shoe imperi�� b��bo anchor

Profession archi��ct cash��r florist politician ��ac��r

Age 55 years 35 years 65 years 45 years 30 years
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